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TXW Backstory 
In the year 2105 two wrestlers who were teaming together in the Earth Indy 
leagues decided to form their own federation. Santiago and DiSalvo (The Devil’s 
Disciples) had a vision of something big and opened the T/EW (Titan/Earth 
Wrestling). DiSalvo had a few connections with a certain school on Titan and 
Santiago had what seemed to be an endless supply of money. 

Some of the talent they brought in included an 18 year old rookie from that 
school on Titan named Chris Knight, a rough and tumble fighter from Texas 
named Tex Johnson, a pit fighter from Earth named Barracuda Barrett, a monster 
from Brymstone called Bayne and a few other indy stars from Earth and Titan. 

Santiago became the first T/EW Champion and The Devil’s Disciples became the 
first Tag Champs. Over the next five years the singles belt was held by Barrett, 
Johnson, Bayne, Santiago, and even once by the rookie Chris Knight. The Disciples 
never lost the tag belts during the first five years even though they went through 
some wars to keep them. 

Things changed in 2110, however when DiSalvo had to retire from in-ring action 
due to a multitude of accumulated injuries over the past 10 years of wrestling. He 
decided to dedicate his time to running the T/EW full time. This set up a Tag Team 
Title tournament that was built up as a major one night only 16-team invitational 
that brought in many tag teams from across the indy scene. This also became the 
debut of Jace Logan (Known only as Logan at the time) who took DiSalvo’s place 
with Santiago to form The New Disciples. The New Disciples ended up winning the 
Tag Titles that night under a bit of controversy. Also that same year, Bayne 
brutally ended Barracuda Barrett’s career for which he was indefinitely 
suspended. Bayne left, but gave an ominous warning to the T/EW before he left. 

The exposure of the tag team tourny did bring in some extra talent to the T/EW 
over the next couple of years with the most notable (For the eventual impact of 
the resulting feud) was the arrival of the Gladiator Force who brought along his 
slave Nikki Synn (Known only as Synn at the time). Logan took an immediate 
dislike to Force and had an instant attraction to Synn. Against the wishes of his 
partner, Logan began a “Crusade” to free Synn from her bondages of slavery from 
Force. The feud lasted almost a year and ended with a “Loser Leaves” match that 



Logan won at the end of 2112. Synn began to appear ringside with Logan 
afterwards and Santiago ended up turning on Logan, but suddenly left the fed 
before Logan could do anything about the betrayal. Santiago gave the T/EW the 
same type of warning that Bayne did as he left. 

Over the next three years Logan established himself as the premier “hero” of the 
T/EW proclaiming himself as the “guardian” of the federation. He started going by 
Jace Logan and his now wife was going by Nikki Synn and they took it upon 
themselves to protect the T/EW from invasions and the “bad guys”.  

Then in 2115, his biggest challenged arrived in the form of the Circle of Darkness 
when the mysterious newcomer Dark Tyger appeared. Tyger brought with him a 
talented female Tessa and the enigmatic Gothic Dragon. Dark Tyger made the 
Circle complete when he coaxed Kevin Angel to turn against the Guardians and 
join the Circle of Darkness after Kevin’s wife Leslie Angel disappeared. Jace Logan 
countered with a rookie, Darius, and The Guardians (Jace Logan, Tex Johnson, 
Darius, and Nikki Synn) vs. Circle of Darkness (Dark Tyger, Gothic Dragon, Kevin 
Angel, and Tessa) feud was born. This became the main draw for the T/EW for the 
next eight years, although there were a few other talented “supporting” roster 
such as Chris Knight, Brice Magnum, and a couple of other indy stars here and 
there. *(see the old T/EW set)* 

Meanwhile, back in 2113, the first part of Santiago’s story after he left the T/EW 
begins with him landing on Brymstone and creating the BXW (Brymstone X-treme 
Wrestling) that quickly established a bit of a cult following with “Extreme” fans. 
The federation built quite a brutal reputation with some of the bloodiest matches 
in the indy scene. The BXW boasted a roster with the likes of Deathwalker, 
Hellspawn, Destroyer, Blood Eagle, Stryker (Later became The Reborn), the Tag 
Team Toxic Dreams and an exiled Bayne and Force. The BXW became the top fed 
on Brymstone over the next few years, but in the process became the planets top 
focus for destruction (Brymstone has it’s own set of rules as we all know) and 
around 2122 Santiago began to make plans to leave before his creation was 
completely lost. 

 

 



The second part of his story began in 2115 where he secretly funded the opening 
of an underground federation of all female fighters called the DSC (Draconian 
Slave Circuit). The premise of this fed was that females from around the Galaxy 
were kidnapped and forced to compete against each other in illegal fights. The 
concept became a huge hit among some of the underground fanatics across the 
Galaxy. These fights became some of the most brutal matches ever seen with 
women up to that point. The main roster featured the likes of Leslie Angel, Shell 
Vanna, Raylon the Huntress, Lady Axe, The Baroness, Cameo, The Mistress, 
Monica, and Murin. The circuit was run by a mysterious hooded figure known 
only as The Slavemaster. The actual roster of the DSC had around 70 females, but 
they were used sparingly for one reason or another. Because of the guise of the 
DSC being “illegal” the UFSP ended up launching a full scale investigation in 2120, 
which initially caused an even bigger spike in the fed’s popularity. All this changed 
however when the UFSP made it’s findings known publicly. The DSC was of course 
a legitimate wrestling organization and when the UFSP let that information out, 
the mystique of the DSC faded away and the DSC began losing it’s major fan base. 

Bringing these two parts together, Santiago led an “Invasion” of the all female 
DSC by stars of the BXW in a two fold plan. One, he started paving the way for the 
BXW to be able to leave Brymstone and two, he hoped to help bring up the 
popularity of the DSC, by giving the fans of the DSC something new to see. The 
plan did little to help both feds as the Brymstone “authorities” followed through 
with the dismantling of the structure of the BXW and the DSC’s popularity 
continued to decline. By 2122, the BXW was run out of Brymstone and the DSC 
was all but closed down. 

Back to the T/EW. After about eight years, the following the fed had built up 
began to decline as the GWF began to steadily gain popularity and while the 
battle between the Guardians and the Circle has provided the independent scene 
some of it’s most intense and brutal moments it has ever seen, the feud has 
pretty much ran it’s course. In 2122, DiSalvo has come to an impasse as his 
beloved creation has become stale and he’s run out of ideas. Fortunately for him, 
an old friend paid a visit. Santiago showed up and proposed an offer that DiSalvo 
found very intriguing.  

 



So at the end of 2122, with the T/EW at it’s lowest point and seemingly nowhere 
to go, the DSC virtually closed down, and the BXW without a home, DiSalvo, 
Santiago, and a couple of unknown investors met and came up with a plan. In the 
early part of 2123, the T/EW, BXW, and DSC all shut down. A short time later, a 
brand new federation made it’s debut. The TXW (Totally Xtreme Wrestling) 
opened it’s door with a combined roster of the old T/EW, BXW, and DSC and a 
fresh new concept and direction. While they knew they wouldn’t be able to 
compete with the GWF, they decided to offer a bit of an alternative to wrestling, 
with a few new types of matches and even a new title structure. They also 
focused on a strong women’s division and even introduced a Mixed Tag Team 
division.  

After a couple of years, a bit of an “invasion” of MMA stars began to arrive in the 
form of a couple of groups that were being managed by rival MMA companies. 
The first was an Ani-Man group being led by Jarod Silver, the owner of the Silver 
Fighting League out of Auriga. The second group was also an Ani-Man group but 
they came out of the Galaxian Extreme Cagefighting league from Carina. This 
group was being led by the owner of the GEC, Miss Rebekah. Then in 2126, with 
the help of Dark Tyger and Santiago in behind the scenes roles, Jarod Silver and 
Miss Rebekah pulled off a "hostile takeover" of the TXW. The new owners then 
hired DiSalvo as the commissioner and Tex Johnson as the booker. In 2127 Silver 
and Rebekah brought in some more MMA stars to join the TXW and moved the 
base of operations to the other side of the Galaxy and began touring the areas 
that the SFL and GEC used to frequent. Toward the end of the year, Silver and 
Miss Rebekah hired the Slavemaster as an advisor. He shook things up, bringing in 
some outside indy wrestlers to “tear apart” the structure of the TXW and bring in 
some more fans.  

Now it is 2128…and even though things seem to be going well, there is something 
lurking in the background, in the shadows, that gives the impression that things 
are slightly off kilter. Some of the wrestlers feel it and the fans feel it but no one 
can tell exactly what is going on… 



TXW Title structure 
TXW Heavyweight Title & TXW Cruiserweight Title: Matches (Or rules) devised 
for MMA style (From any fed).  

TXW Heritage Title: Classic type matches such as 2 out of 3 falls, Ironman 
matches, best of seven series, triple threat, three way dances, battle royals, and 
the like. In the Heritage Division, DQ’s and count outs cause the TXW Heritage 
Title to change hands.  

TXW X-treme Title: Matches that are considered hardcore or extreme. This 
includes everything from a simple Titan Death Match to the Light tube-gas 
chamber-shark tank-explosion match and everything in between. It does not 
include any MMA based match.  

TXW Tag Team Title: The tag team matches are treated the same as any other tag 
team division.  

TXW Mixed Tag Team Title: Each team will have one male and one female and 
the matches will be fought as a normal tag team match as in a male vs female is 
perfectly legal. (Just use the conversion chart when this occurs) 

TXW Women's Title: Same as above. 

TXW Women’s Heritage Title: Same as above. 

TXW Women’s X-treme Title: Same as above. 



Bios 
Management  
Jarod Silver 

One of the principle owners of the TXW, Jarod comes from a background of MMA 
Promotion and Talent Scouting. He put himself through higher education by 
fighting in underground leagues around the Auriga system. During these 
excursions, Jarod befriended an elite fighter named Kaliburn. Once he established 
himself in the Promotion game, he started up the Silver Fighting League with a 
few rouge fighters and centered around his friend, Kaliburn. The SFL became 
extremely popular in a very short time. With Jarod's talent for finding stars out of 
nowhere, they became one of the premiere MMA leagues in the Galaxy (Along 
with Miss Rebekah's GEC). He claims to be a lifelong fan of Pro Wrestling and 
strives to bring the wrestling industry the much-needed shot of adrenaline it 
needs (according to him). Jarod and Miss Rebekah (Whom he has a "frenemy" 
type business relationship with) pooled together their assets to purchase what 
would become the TXW. When Jarod is not scouring the Galaxy looking for future 
(and present) talent, he spends his time motivating the current roster into 
performing at their very best. One of those ways is training with them just as hard 
as they do. Some in the locker room say he can take a beating with the best of 
them.  

 

Miss Rebekah 

The other principle owner of the TXW, Miss Rebekah comes from a wealthy family 
that made their money through several "entertainment" avenues, one of which 
happened to be MMA. The GEC was formed when Miss Rebekah was only 10 
years old and her father noticed she had taken a liking to watching MMA on the 
holovision. He built up the company and groomed her for running the business 
(which she excelled at) and turned the reigns over to her for her 21st birthday. 
That was 2117 and over the new few years, she grew the GEC into arguably the 
best MMA fed in the Galaxy. At least until Jarod Silver and the SFL came along in 
2120. The two have become quite the rivalry, digging on each other in the media, 



teasing cross promotion fights (Although it never happened). Rumors started 
circulating about a possible romance between the two, but nothing has ever been 
proven. When they purchased the companies that became the TXW they 
continued their rivalry as managers of competing teams before eventually 
assuming their current roles in the company. She is a near genius level negotiator 
and manages money at a high level. 

 

DiSalvo 

Former tag team partner of Santiago (Devil’s Disciples) and co-founder of T/EW 
(with Santiago). DiSalvo has dedicated his life to this sport, be it in the ring or 
behind the scenes. Even though he has had to give up control of his beloved 
federation, he is proud to see it grow into something he could never have 
achieved on his own. To that end, he has taken to his new role as Commissioner 
rather naturally. As has always been his nature, DiSalvo never backs away from 
controversial decisions and continues moving the Fed forward with a firm hand. 

 

Tex Johnson 

After 30 years in the ring, Tex had to call it quits after shattering his leg in a nasty 
fall to the floor from the top turnbuckle in a match against Dark Tyger. After his 
surgery and recovery, he had no idea what he was going to do. Jarod Silver and 
Miss Rebekah visited him and offered him a job helping them run the TXW with 
his unique experience and brand. He has always had a hand in putting cards 
together, especially in his last few years as the locker room has grown to look up 
to the grizzled veteran. He oversees placing new talent in the TXW and helping 
them get acclimated to the new environment. His Booker card handles most of 
the contracts of the new talent, however the special Part Time status That some 
Promoters dislike can be found here: 

 

 

 



Part Time (Half the Cards over 1 Year) Placement/Renewal Criteria 

**Promoters chooses No Clause, Special Attraction Clause, Brock Clause** 

A-No Clause: House shows; Low card vs C for first third/Win all 

                        Main TV; Middle card vs B till 3 wins in a row/Win 75% 

                        Main TV; Top card vs A till 3 wins in a row/Win 50% 

If undefeated begin Main Title run and add 3 to renewal roll (7, 10, and 13+ 
counts as Standard) 

If not undefeated begin Minor Title run (Promoter’s Choice) and add 2 to renewal 
roll (7, 10, and 13+ counts as Standard) 

If criteria not met, then talent released 

A-Special Attraction clause: No Title Matches; Main TV; Top card vs A till 5 wins 
then Main Event vs A till loses; then Top card vs A/Promoter’s Choice to resign or 
release 

A-Brock Clause: Main TV; Top Card vs A till 3 wins/Win 60% 

                             Main TV; Main Event vs A till 3 wins/Win 60% 

                             Begin Main Title Run & stays in Title Picture/Win 60% 

If undefeated add 4 to Renewal roll (7-10 & 13+ count as Part Time) 

If not undefeated add 2 to Renewal roll (7-10 & 13+ count as Part Time) 

 

B: House shows; Middle card vs B till win 3 in a row/ Win 50% 

    Main TV; Middle Card vs B, if lose 3 in a row, back to House shows/Win 50% 

If undefeated at start of last Quarter begin Minor Title run (Promoter’s choice) 
and add 4 to renewal roll (7,10, & 13+ count as Standard) 

If not add 2 to renewal roll (7, 10, & 13+ count as Standard) 

Criteria not met then Talent released 

 



Big Time Inc. 

“Big Time” Adam Smasher 

Adam Smasher has made a name for himself in the Indy circuit for years. During 
one stint in the PFW, he started a heated rivalry with Dark Tyger that got intense. 
Unfortunately, the feud suddenly died when the Circle abruptly left and the two 
have yet to cross paths since. That is until now. The Slavemaster has found Big 
Time Inc. and brought them to the TXW to pick up where they left off. Adam 
Smasher is more than happy to get a hold of his former rival once again. He also 
has some unfinished “business” with Tessa, at least he thinks so. During the brief 
feud, Tessa left Tyger and was on the arm of Adam Smasher, until she was 
“kidnapped” back. Adam seemed to go off the deep end during that time, 
however nothing was really resolved. He is still the brash talking brawler he was 
always known for. Always on his cell, talking to his “celebrity” friends and always 
on a schedule for filming his movies, he seems too busy to even be a wrestler, but 
when he is in the ring, he is always completely focused. His BIG TIME BOMB is his 
version of the power bomb and stays as effective as it always has been. He also 
still uses TOTALLY SMASHED (a one-man con-chair-to with the victim laying with 
his head on a chair), showing he is still as dangerous as ever. 

“Hostile” Roy Morrow 

Adam’s little brother is also part of Big Time Inc. and although he may not be as 
big of a name as Adam in the Indy’s, he may be more dangerous. He thrives in the 
hardcore and extreme environments that had become so popular for a time. 
When the Slavemaster approached Roy about coming to the TXW to face the 
Circle, his first question was, is Kevin Angel still with them? He always loved facing 
Angel and the two of them were never really allowed to do the damage they 
wanted to, but now, here in the TXW, all bets are off. Roy also forms a tag team 
with Body Count and the group will resurrect the battle they had with Kevin Angel 
and Gothic Dragon. Roy’s Finisher is called the WINGFIELD KICK (a version of the 
super kick). The Tag Finisher is called OPEN HOSTILITY (two-man con-chair-to) and 
is of course illegal in regular matches. Sometimes while on defense, Roy has been 
known to pull off something illegal to regain the advantage and over the years 
this has been come to known as Hostile Takeover. If he isn’t DQed for it, then his 
opponent rolls on lvl 2 defense. 



Body Count 

Adam’s long-time body guard and Roy’s favorite tag partner, Body Count returns 
to Big Time Inc. to help out his former team and to once again get a hold of Gothic 
Dragon. For one reason or another these two just don’t like each other, even 
though they never really fought that much. There have been rumors that they 
have bad-mouthed one another over the years and whether this is true, Body 
Count doesn’t really care. He just wants the chance to fight. Body Count has been 
known to use his trademark crowbar in the ring and his Finisher is still the potent 
ANOTHA SUCKA DEAD (a running Awesome bomb). 

Cameo 

Cameo was an aspiring actress with a gymnastics background when she was 
“snatched” up by the DSC. She became a pretty good student of the game over 
the few years she was there and also ended up being cast in a few movies, albeit 
small roles here and there. With Big Time Inc. coming into the TXW, Cameo has 
seized an opportunity and attached herself to Adam Smasher. Knowing what 
happened in the PFW, Cameo has vowed to make Adam “forget” about Tessa and 
show him how much better she is in every way. Adam has been using this 
opportunity to “show” Tessa what she is missing by taking every moment to rub 
Cameo in her face. The two act as if they are truly in love, but they seem to be 
using each other for their own personal gain. Cameo believes Adam is her ticket 
to the Big Time (pun intended) and Adam thinks he can use Cameo to make Tessa 
jealous. Cameo has gotten better over the years as she has really dedicated 
herself to the craft. Her Finisher, GUEST SHOT, is her version of the Money Shot. 

 

The Circle 
Tyger 

Debuted in 2115 after being trained by Barracuda Barrett and made an immediate 
impact in the T/EW forming The Circle of Darkness, the premier “bad guy” group 
in the fed’s history. Tyger met Tessa in Barrett’s school and the two have been 
together ever since (except for the short time in the PFW). Tyger has always 
seemed to have his hand in the business dealings of the federation, but nothing 



has ever been made official. Has been involved in a war with Jace Logan and his 
Guardians for over a decade now, up until Big Time Inc. suddenly showed up. 
During a small stay in the Indy promotion the PFW, The Circle and Big Time Inc. 
got involved in a heated rivalry that was cut short due to several factors that led 
to The Circle’s departure from the fed. Now that Big Time Inc. has come in and 
targeted The Circle, the TXW faithful has started to cheer Tyger and his group. It 
seems that Big Time Inc. sudden arrival coupled with the arrogance and attitude 
that comes with them, have rubbed the TXW fans the wrong way and they are 
getting behind their own. As a result, Tyger has decided to change up his looks a 
bit and even drop the “dark” part of his persona. Although this seems to be in 
name only as everything else about him really hasn’t changed (Except for his 
finisher). Tyger still uses his trademark kendo stick and is still a submission 
brawler. He has decided to stop using his long time Finisher the TYGER-PLEX due 
to the fact his first student has adopted it for himself and instead uses what he is 
calling the TYGER DRIVER (A top rope DDT). He has already perfected this move, 
even to the point that he can even hit it on somebody coming off the top at him 
on occasion. 

Kevin Angel 

A graduate of Barrett’s school, Angel broke into wrestling with his wife, Leslie 
Angel in the T/EW joining Logan’s Guardians. Shortly after this, Leslie 
disappeared, and a distraught Kevin was convinced to turn on Logan and join the 
Circle of Darkness by Dark Tyger. Over the years, the disillusioned Kevin Angel 
began to enjoy competing in the hardcore type matches so much so that he 
simply started refusing to wrestle in any other type of match. To this day, if he is 
scheduled (Which hardly ever happens anymore) to compete in any match that is 
not considered extreme, then he simply walks out of the match and ends up 
getting counted out or causing a no contest. The result of competing in so many 
extreme matches has started costing Kevin a bit. These days, Kevin seems to be 
busted open quite easily (See the card mechanic). Even though the hardcore days 
have caught up to him some, he is still a dangerous wrestler. Now that one of his 
favorite foes has arrived in the TXW, Kevin is looking forward to facing Roy 
Morrow in some bloody battles. He has also set his sights on another new comer 
to the TXW in Ken West, because of his involvement with Leslie Angel (More on 



that later). His Finisher remains one of the most potent ever. CRUCIFIXTION is a 
pedigree that turns into a reverse surfboard submission move. 

Gothic Dragon 

The Dragon broke into wrestling the same time as Dark Tyger, even though 
Dragon didn’t go to Barrett’s school, he met Tyger during the two’s first few 
months in the business. They have grown to be best friends over the years and 
always seems to have each other’s back. Gothic Dragon still fully believes he is the 
last in the line of Gothic Lords and is so enthralled with this that his training has 
suffered, and his abilities have slightly declined. He is still a capable wrestler 
however, and still uses DRAGON SLUMBER (a modified dragon sleeper) as his 
finisher. Body Count has suddenly shown up in the TXW and Gothic Dragon isn’t 
all that thrilled that this man has returned. There has been the occasional war of 
words between the two stemming from their time in the PFW and now they are 
looking to shut the other one up. 

Tessa 

Tessa is the daughter of Barracuda Barrett and trained at his school. She also met 
Tyger in the school and the two have been with each other ever since. She has 
become one of the most extreme women in the sport (Inside and outside the 
ring). She has a very nasty reputation and doesn’t really care what anyone thinks 
about it. She has become one of the most outspoken people in the business and 
seems to be very dominate in the business aspect. At least on the surface. The 
reason being, is that when she is with Tyger, she becomes a completely different 
person. She becomes very subservient and always takes his direction. She has 
never been seen arguing with him, or otherwise in any type of conflict. The thing 
that has most people confused, is she seems to absolutely revel in this 
relationship. Neither one of them are saying anything about it. Now that Big Time 
Inc. has turned back up in their lives and Adam Smasher is letting everyone know 
what happened between them, Tessa simply smiles and shakes her head when 
asked about it. Cameo has stated that she will show Tessa who is the better 
woman. Tessa has not backed down one bit even though she has a lot on her 
plate with The Mistress abruptly leaving The Circle and Nikki Synn still her main 
rival.  



Her finisher is still a top rope hurricanrana that she calls EAT THIS! (Named as 
such because that is what she yells at her victim just before performing the 
move). 

 

The Guardians 
Jace Logan 

Logan made his debut in 2110 hailing from that famous school from Titan and 
formed The New Disciples with Santiago. After a couple of years with Santiago, 
Logan began feuding with a Gladiator named Force that culminated with Logan 
running Force out of town and saving the Gladiator’s slave, Synn, in the process. 
Unfortunately for Logan, this was against the wishes of his mentor Santiago. The 
result was Santiago turning on Logan and then leaving the T/EW with a warning 
that the T/EW is doomed to failure. Logan then became the hero of the T/EW, 
proclaiming himself the Guardian of the federation “to make sure failure never 
happens”. Over the next few years, Logan formed a team of Guardians to help 
protect the T/EW (and later the TXW) and became the top good guy, fending off 
any outside threats and keeping his main rivals The Circle of Darkness from 
gaining any real power. Despite being a top-level athlete, Logan has begun to slow 
down due to some of the wars he has been through. As a result, he has been 
looking for an edge and found it in the form of D’Sorg, the strength training guru 
from the DSC. Jace has become one of D’Sorg’s best clients and it shows with his 
new-found power. Now that The Underground has suddenly arrived in the TXW, 
Jace Logan and The Guardians have a tall order ahead of them. Jace hasn’t forgot 
about Tyger, even though The Circle is now getting cheered, The Guardians still 
don’t trust them. Jace still uses the JACE BOMB, his version of a Jack knife Power 
Bomb as his Finisher. Logan’s DDT is a brutal move from a man with the power of 
Logan. 

D’Sorg 

Now here is a complicated situation. D’Sorg is from Ara and has developed a 
comprehensive strength and conditioning program that he has been using for the 
athletes in the DSC and now the TXW. In 2126 the UFSP investigated D’Sorg after 
allegations of illegal performance enhancing, but after the investigation, D’Sorg 



was cleared and allowed to continue his practice. So now he has even increased 
his business. The problem is, half of his clients are being trained in secret and if 
the clients that are being trained not so privately ever found out that D’Sorg was 
helping out “the other side” there would be a huge fallout. D’Sorg has been 
secretly helping Slavemaster for many years now and is even involved in the 
helping of “enhancing” The Underground, even though none of them know he is 
behind the methods being used. But for now, D’Sorg has joined The Guardians in 
helping protect the TXW from the threat of The Underground. Even though he is a 
rookie in the ring, his power and the fact that he has been trained to wrestle for a 
few years now, makes up for his lack of experience for the most part. His finisher 
is a version of the Steiner Recliner called the DEATH CLUTCH. 

White Cobra 

This man debuted in the TXW in 2125, suddenly showing up in The Guardians to 
help out Jace Logan. Nothing much is known about him other than he is good 
friends with Logan. Even though 2125 seems to be the first time White Cobra has 
ever appeared in the ring, he doesn’t wrestle like a rookie. Problem is, no one can 
really put a finger on his in-ring style, so the speculations on who he might be are 
all over the spectrum. The man has been completely loyal to the Guardians and 
has never backed down from a fight, even if he is outnumbered. His SLOW DEATH 
is a version of the classic Cobra Clutch. He also has a defensive move that is illegal 
called the Cobra Spit that seems to come from his mask and is a cloudy type of 
mist that stings the opponent’s eyes. 

Darius 

Darius arrived in the T/EW in 2115 as a rookie and joined with The Guardians. This 
was a natural fit seeing as he comes from a society of Bodyguards that are born 
and bred to protect the royal members of his home planet of Tirion. In fact, he 
was assigned to protect Anya Sel Ranikki (Later to be known as Shell Vanna) in the 
couple of years before 2115 when she suddenly disappeared. Darius was 
disgraced and ended up leaving Tirion to search for Ranikki on his own. His search 
led him to Pro Wrestling where he entered the T/EW and falling into his niche as a 
Guardian. He eventually found where Rinikki had ended up and went to find her. 
It was his accusations and investigation that led to the UFSP launching their full-
scale investigation that led to the events that created the TXW.  



Ranikki (Now known as Shell Vanna), for her part (as it ended up) was never really 
kidnapped, but instead chose to lead a life that she wanted instead of what her 
family wanted. After all of this came out, Shell Vanna’s family surprisingly 
supported her and even helped her further her training. Shell Vanna rejoined 
Darius in the TXW and the two have become romantically involved. Darius has 
showed his prowess as a fighter over the years and his style still reflects his early 
training for combat. The Darius Front Kick is a powerful straight front kick to the 
chest. The DRAGON BLAST is a springboard top-rope dropkick out of nowhere. 

Nikki Synn 

Synn started out as a slave to the rouge Gladiator Force before catching the eye 
of a young Jace Logan. As a slave, she was never allowed to wrestle despite her 
obvious athleticism. After about a yearlong battle between Logan and Force, Synn 
was rescued and Force was banished from the T/EW. Nikki Synn began training at 
the Titan school to be a wrestler and debuted in 2115 at the side of her new 
husband, Jace Logan. She has developed a few rivalries over the years such as 
Tessa. The battles between these two have been as fierce as the ones between 
Tyger and Logan. Another rival is the technical wizard from Ara, Murin. This is 
mainly because Nikki started using the Aran Crab in her arsenal and Murin has 
taken exception to it. Synn also uses the Synnful Lariat, which is her version of a 
clothesline from hell. SYNN FACTOR is her version of a jack knife power bomb. She 
is a powerful athlete that takes full advantage of D’Sorg’s training. 

Shell Vanna 

A former princess from Tirion, Shell Vanna (Formerly known as Anya Shel Ranikki) 
left that life to join the DSC (Supposedly kidnapped) and pursue her passion for 
fighting. Her bodyguard (who was also her fight trainer), Darius was left in the 
dark about her plan and ended up searching for her over the course of a few 
years. Shell Vanna flourished in the DSC up until they ended up shutting down 
(ironically due to Darius and his pursuit of her). After the truth of it all came out, 
Shell Vanna’s family supported her and even helped her get even more training 
for her to continue her journey now in the TXW. Darius, for his part told her that 
he is just relieved that she was unharmed. Shell Vanna fell for him when she 
found out that he left his position on Tirion to come find her and the two are now 
set to be married. Her SHELL SHOCK is a springboard shining wizard. 



The Underground 
“Devious” Scott DeVille, Shawn “Hellstone” Hilliard, Ken “The Ace” West, 
“Extreme” Eddie Dean 

Every one of the members of The Underground was brought into the TXW by The 
Slavemaster for the sole purpose of destroying the TXW from the inside. Each 
member signed a one-year contract and were also promised something special in 
order to entice them to come in and do the job. Nothing is really known about the 
details of each man’s “special enticement”, but the group is very loose, even 
though they have the common goal of the TXW’s downfall. Each man will even 
face each other if need be (This stipulation is rumored to have been asked for by 
Eddie Dean). Hilliard and DeVille form a tag team called The Crooked Heels on 
occasion. The four men will gang up on The Guardians or any other team for that 
matter. Even though The Guardians have taken it upon their selves to meet the 
Underground head on, this new threat has declared war on the entire roster of 
the TXW. Slavemaster has even sent two of his loyal girls from the DSC to help the 
Underground. Leslie Angel has taken a shine to Ken West and he is taking full 
advantage of her advances. This has drawn the attention of Kevin Angel, but The 
Ace isn’t too worried about it. The Mistress has attached herself to Shawn Hilliard 
and now seems to be by his side no matter where he is. This is a bit surprising 
considering she was the same way with Tessa ever since the DSC joined with the 
T/EW. Now without any explanation, she has up and left The Circle and Tessa’s 
side to join with The Underground and Hellstone. For a full background story on 
Eddie Dean, Shawn Hilliard, and Scott DeVille see Aaron Chui’s OLW/FWA and The 
GWFZ (For the Crooked Heels). For a full background on Ken “The Ace” West see 
the GWFZ (as well as the bootleg story). Hilliard’s HELLSTORM is his version of the 
RKO. DeVille’s DEVIOUS DEATH LOCK is a modified Texas Cloverleaf. Eddie Dean 
uses HIT THE CAN which involves Dean standing on the top turnbuckle, tossing a 
trash can at a standing opponent, and hitting a seated senton. (Think Van 
Daminator.. Sort of). Ken West uses ROYAL FLUSH which is an X-Factor and the 
LOSER FOLDS (A sharpshooter). 

Leslie Angel 

Leslie married Kevin Angel in 2113 and they both went to wrestling school. After 
Kevin caught a break in the T/EW in late 2113, Leslie got jealous and left for the 



DSC. She never contacted Kevin for over a decade until the TXW was formed and 
she arrived with the other DSC stars. The reunion was not a happy one as she acts 
as if she never knew Kevin. The strange thing is the two are still married and 
neither of them has made a move to change that. Leslie’s demeanor is on the 
edge of being crazy as she is prone to very violent outbursts from time to time. 
While in the DSC, she aligned herself with The Slavemaster’s little group and has 
been known to do his bidding from time to time. She also seems to be attracted 
to the other females in the federation, constantly hitting on them and making 
advances to them in and out of the ring. In fact, Leslie hasn’t been seen with a 
man since she left Kevin. At least until Ken West has arrived. Now she is all over 
him and he is relishing it. He takes every opportunity he can to taunt Kevin Angel. 
Leslie still seems to have a thing for the ladies and The Ace is all for it. Who knows 
what all of this will come to, but for now it has opened up an interesting little side 
feud in the TXW. Her finisher is still GOING DOWN and involves her dropping a 
head butt to the crotch from the top rope. 

The Mistress 

This lady is the single most mysterious woman in wrestling. She has yet to utter a 
single word since her debut in 2115 in the DSC, however, has had some of the 
most compelling “silent moments” ever in the DSC or TXW. She was at the side of 
Slavemaster in the DSC and then stayed at Santiago’s side during his brief stint 
there. Since the DSC merged into the TXW, The Mistress joined The Circle of 
Darkness and stood beside Tessa the entire time. That is until now. When The 
Underground arrived, she simply walked away from Tessa and has attached 
herself to Shawn Hilliard. These two seem to be perfect for each other, but the 
move has not only put her in the sights of The Guardians, but Tessa has now 
targeted her as well. Her finisher, SEXUAL POWER completely puts her demeanor 
into perspective. She grabs her victim in a front head and arm lock and proceeds 
to do a very provocative dance before suddenly dropping them into a vicious DDT. 
She also still uses the whip she carries with her to choke her opponents. 

 

 

 



Titan Perfection 
Chris Knight 

Chris Knight started his career with the T/EW in 2105 and has had an outstanding 
23 years. He is a multi-time Champion and Tag Team Champion as well as being 
one of the most gifted technical wrestlers in the ring of all time. As one half of 
Titan Perfection, he has blazed his way through the indy scene as part of arguably 
one of best tag teams to never win a Galaxian level title. Even though he may be 
nearing the end of his in-ring journey, Chris has managed to put together a three-
man group that might rival some of the all-time best three man groups in the 
history of wrestling. This past year, possibly the most talented rookie ever to 
come out of the Titan school ever joined Titan Perfection at the request of Chris 
himself. This move actually started a controversy, because the man that has 
joined Titan Perfection was actually going to be coming into the TXW as part of 
another group but backed out of that deal to join with Chris. The fallout has 
resulted in the group known as XXX-Caliber coming after Titan Perfection. Chris 
has promised that he isn’t done yet with the “building of Perfection” as he calls it. 
He says there is one more step to go to ensure that Titan Perfection will go down 
as the greatest Wrestling Group of all time. Chris himself, even after 22 years in 
the ring can still get it done and it shows with his three finishers. First is his 
DIVING HEADBUTT from the top rope. Then is CHECKMATE, his version of the 
move made famous by a Royal Court member. Then there is Chris Knight’s 
trademark KNIGHT MOVES, which is a float over DDT into a float over Crippler 
Crossface. 

Brice Magnum 

Here comes Brice Magnum. He’s as brash and as cocky as ever. He is most 
definitely the talker of Titan Perfection. He loves to let everyone know how much 
better Titan Perfection is than everyone else. Even though he is a talented and 
gifted athlete, Brice himself hasn’t really improved much since his debut in 2115. 
Now make no mistake, even if he were to be considered the “weak link” in Titan 
Perfection, that’s still a strong chain. Ever since Hunter Cross has joined up, Brice 
has been talking even more. Most of his bashing has been directed toward XXX-
Caliber, the group that has decided to take it upon themselves to shut Titan 
Perfection up once and for all. Brice’s trash talk is being matched, word for word 



in his newest rival Robbie Force. These two have made some bold statements 
toward each other and have lit it up in the ring against each other during their 
singles matches. Of course, Brice still tags with Chris and the two are still a 
premier team. They have gotten so good at double teaming they hardly ever get 
caught doing so. Brice still uses MAGNUM FORCE as his finisher (A perfectly 
executed top rope drop kick). 

Hunter Cross 

Hunter Cross came to the TXW in 2127 after being trained at that famous school 
on Titan. He is one of the most talented rookies to have ever debuted anywhere 
and was actually set to join the ranks of TXW within a four-man group named 
XXX-Caliber. The other three guys came from the MMA world and met Hunter at 
the school. Problem was that Chris Knight had been watching Hunter Cross during 
his training and convinced Hunter to skip out on XXX-Caliber and join Titan 
Perfection. Now these two teams are at each other’s throats. In the meantime, 
Hunter Cross has climbed the ranks as one of the top contenders to threaten for 
every title out there. His main rival now is a man that was set to be his tag team 
partner in XXX-Caliber in Corey Judge. Both men are quiet and reserved outside 
the ring and leave it all inside. The team that they were going to form was to be 
called Perfect Storm. The potential of the team on paper was off the charts. Now, 
the two are putting on a clinic in a singles feud that is already defining their 
careers. Hunter’s CROSSUBMISSION is a crucifix where he pulls on one arm with 
his legs and the other arm with his arms as in a cross-arm breaker, essentially 
putting on a double cross arm breaker. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



XXX-Caliber 
Marshal Ace 

Marshal Ace came from Jarod Silver’s SFL where he had been competing for about 
three years. Silver approached him and the other two members of XXX-Caliber to 
see if they would be interested in making the switch to the TXW. After they 
agreed, they were sent to the Titan school to get ready for the transition. They 
met Hunter Cross in the school and toward the end of training the plan was for 
the four men to enter the TXW together, but at the last moment, Hunter Cross 
joined Titan Perfection instead setting up the three on three battle that has been 
raging for the past year. The three guys from the SFL all have a rock star attitude 
and love to play to the crowd (Although each one in different degrees). Hunter 
Cross has said that is the reason he abandoned the group, saying he takes his craft 
very serious and he doesn’t have time for all the other nonsense the rest of them 
were involved in. For his part, Ace is the unofficial leader of the group, usually the 
one who does the talking for the group (not to be confused with trash talking). 
Marshal Ace has a TKD background and is very quick with his feet. His Finisher is 
called ACE IN THE HOLE and is a lightening quick side kick to the head that he can 
hit from anywhere. 

Corey Judge 

Corey comes from an extensive jiu-jitsu background and has been training in 
MMA with Marshal Ace ever since the two of them met about five years ago. 
Ironically, they grew up in the same community on Titan, just never knew each 
other. Corey is the quiet, reserved, tough guy of the group, but parties just as 
hard as the other two. He joined Marshal and Robbie in the Titan school to get 
ready for the TXW, but he took to the training a little better than the other two 
due to his background. He was set to be a tag partner with Hunter Cross in a team 
that was to be called Perfect Storm, but Hunter left before the plan could be 
implemented. This made Corey extremely mad as he considered it a form of 
betrayal. Corey’s Finisher is called JUDGEMENT (a modified D’arce choke). 

Robbie “The Protector” Force 

Robbie Force grew up in the slums of Titan but quickly outgrew his surroundings. 
He joined a boxing academy as a teen and made his way off Titan as an amateur. 



Shortly after he turned pro, he found himself in the SFL making a name with a 
brash, quick talking persona with extremely fast hands in the cage. When he met 
the other two members of XXX-Caliber about a year before coming to the TXW 
they couldn’t help but like the charismatic young talent. After his wrestling talent 
he adopted the nickname “The Protector” because he is “fighting for and 
protecting the honor of all those sexy ladies out there”. He is the first to trash talk 
his opponent and has gotten very good at getting under the skin of most 
everyone he faces. Over the past year, within the battle between Titan Perfection 
and XXX-Caliber, Brice Magnum has matched Robbie’s verbal tirade word for 
word and the two are creating quite a show for the fans. Robbie’s Finisher is 
known as PROTECTION DETAIL and shows off his quick and accurate hands as he 
unloads a barrage of head-hunting lefts and rights in the time it takes the ref to 
count to 4. He always stops before the 5 count, but sometimes the opponent just 
doesn’t last that long and drops like a stone. 

 

Ani-Men Elite 
Caste 

In 2125 Jarod Silver brought this group of Ani-Men MMA fighters from the SFL 
(Silver Fighting League) to the TXW and acted as their manager for the year. Jarod 
had arranged (Along with the blessing of DiSalvo at the urging of Dark Tyger) for 
the “Invasion” along with Miss Rebekah, who brought a group of her own Ani-
Men MMA fighters from her own GEC (Galaxian Elite Cagefighting) that she was 
to manage in a cross-promotion war of MMA fighters in the TXW. Caste was 
Jarod’s “crown Jewel” of the Ani-Men Elite. He is One of the biggest, strongest 
guys to compete in MMA. He was known as an out and out brawler, preferring 
slams and slugging it out over any sort of technique. He is the heavy hitter of the 
group with never much to say (His presence alone does enough talking). He is 
very hard to knock off his feet but is still trying to adjust to the wrestling side of 
things, so he is still vulnerable to being pinned. However, making him tap is a 
different story altogether. His Caste Clutch is just a huge head and arm squeeze. 
The POWER BOMB is what he uses as his Finisher. With his size and power, that 
“simple” move becomes rather deadly. 



Kaliburn 

Kaliburn was brought to the TXW because he really had nothing left to prove in 
the MMA world. He had already dominated his division for the last decade and 
was one of the most decorated fighters in the SFL. He is good all-around but is 
one of the best ground fighters of all time and has thoroughly enjoyed his 
transition into pro wrestling. He has stated that he wants to win as much gold in 
the TXW as he has in the SFL. To that end, he has no problem tagging up with Lord 
Byson to challenge for the tag titles or even Vyktori to go for the TXW Mixed Tag 
Team Titles. One of the things his opponents need to be careful of is his hard 
head. Most blows to Kaliburn’s skull really have no effect on him. The SPIRIT OF 
KALIBURN is a mounted gogoplata that take a little time to set up. Sometimes his 
opponent can see it coming and fight it off or even counter it. If it gets locked in 
though, it has the potential to be one of the deadliest Finishers in the game. 

Lord Byson 

Here is one of the proudest fighters to ever grace the cage. Lord Byson claims to 
be a descendant of royalty (Although nothing has been substantiated). His MMA 
career was at a standstill (about a 50/50 record), so he jumped at the chance to 
join the TXW when Jarod was looking for a group to put together. His transition 
has gone smooth and Lord Byson is becoming a good wrestler. He teams with 
Kaliburn as well as going it alone. Since Jarod is no longer the manager, Lord 
Byson has taken it upon himself to become the leader of the Ani-Men Elite. For 
their part, the rest of the group seem content to let him assume the role if they 
get to fight. Who knows how long that will last though, as the members of the 
group seems to be going in their own direction as of late. Lord Byson has vowed 
to lead the Ani-Men Elite to the top of the TXW. His Lord of the Ring involves him 
“bull rushing” his opponent up and over the top rope to the outside. The 
BULLDOZER SUPLEX is a hybrid of the Fallaway slam and T-bone Suplex. 

Vyktori 

Here is one of the most unorthodox and resilient fighters ever seen. When Jarod 
Silver was looking for a female to round out his group in 2125. He didn’t have to 
look very far. Vyktori was already making a name for herself in the cage by being 
what many considered the finest athlete in MMA. She earned the name Vyktori 
by pulling off some of the gutsiest and most surprising wins of all time after taking 



some of the worst beatings in the game. Her critics say she just not good enough 
to compete at the elite level of MMA and the fact she took the beatings she did 
proves it. Even after she won her division’s title, she had her doubters. After 
successfully defending her belt twice, she walked away from the sport undefeated 
and went to the TXW with Silver’s group. In the ring, she seems to get better the 
more she gets beat on. She is a submission specialist and can pull off several 
submissions seemingly out of nowhere. She has also mastered the quick roll up 
and has pulled off some surprises along the way. Her Surprise Victory is some sort 
of quick roll-up to a lesser stunned opponent. The Sudden Submission is a 
explosive submission attempt to the leg or arm or even a choke on a lesser 
stunned opponent. SURPRISE VICTORY is the same sort of roll up but on a more 
stunned opponent. SUDDEN SUBMISSION is the same as the other version only on 
a weaker foe. 

*After the quick pin attempt Vyktori rolls on level 2 offense. 

**Vyktori’s stamina doesn’t increase twice (unless hit with a finisher), but blood 
tokens increase normally. After Vyktori bleeds, use bold stats. 

 

The Predators 
Saviged 

Here is a true wild creature. Miss Rebekah brought him with her from the GEC 
when she “invaded” the TXW in 2125. She thought the wild and sometimes out of 
control Ani-Man would be a perfect fit in pro wrestling. She was right considering 
Saviged has been a wrestling fan since he was a kid. He even trained as a wrestler 
before moving into the MMA world only to be known as one of the wildest 
fighters in the history of the sport. He loves his new role as part of the Predators 
as he has always wanted to be part of an Ani-Man group. He has become one of 
the top stars in the TXW and has taken the female of the group, Felyne, on as his 
protégé. Nothing else is known of their relationship, but it is speculated they are 
mates. The entire group trained together while in the GEC (considering they all 
hail from Andromeda 9) and seem to be a tight knit unit even after Miss Rebekah 
has moved on as their manager. Saviged Plex is a brutal snapping belly-to-back 



suplex that folds the victim in half upon impact. SAVIGED FACE CLAW is his 
version of the famous move. 

Gideon 

This man was one of the best MMA fighters in Miss Rebekah’s GEC. He was very 
gifted and had already won a couple of titles when he was in a horrific hovercycle 
crash that broke both of his legs and nearly skinned him alive. During his rehab 
(Which his best friend, Leonide, helped him with), he had to wear bandages from 
head to toe. Something in him snapped and while he has made a full recovery 
(Although he has lost a step or two), he continues to wear the bandages, almost 
as a badge of honor, though some suspect, he just hasn’t recovered mentally. The 
transition to wrestling has done both him and Leonide good as they are meshing 
well as a tag team. Tiger’s Will Play is a double side kick to the head. Gideon’s Gift 
is a Sacrifice Face Driver. The ANDROMEDA DROP is their version of that famous 
move. 

Leonide 

Always known as a journeyman in MMA, he is Gideon’s best friend. The two 
always trained together and were each other’s corner men. After Gideon had his 
accident, it was Leonide who stood by him as he rehabbed and returned to 
fighting shape. The move to the TXW couldn’t have come at a better time. These 
two make a great tag team and will take wrestling by storm. Tiger’s Will Play is a 
double side kick to the head. The TIGER DROP is a top rope elbow drop. 

Felyne 

Felyne was introduced to MMA (and wrestling) by Saviged several years ago. He 
taught her everything she knows, and she carved herself a big name in the GEC. 
When she was chosen to move to the TXW she dedicated herself to become one 
of the best so she could make her mentor proud. To that end, she has become 
one of the best females around and has risen to the top of the TXW quickly. Lion’s 
Play is a kick to the back of the head. Felyne Facebuster is a sit-out face slam. 
SAVIGED PLEX is a brutal, snapping belly-to-back suplex taught to her by Saviged. 

 

 



Brymstone Xtreme 
Santiago 

Santigao, along with DiSalvo started the T/EW back in 2105 although both had 
been wrestling for a few years before that as the Devil’s Disciples. Santiago left 
the T/EW around 2112 and even gave the federation an ominous warning as he 
did (When he returned in 2124, the T/EW folded and became the TXW, did that 
fulfill a prophecy given by Bayne and Santiago?). While he was gone, he started 
up a fed called the BXW (Brymstone Xtreme Wrestling) On Brymstone that lasted 
a short while but created a bit of a cult following. He also financially backed the 
DSC (Draconian Slave Circuit) and even led an “Invasion” of BXW stars into the 
DSC. Then after the merger, Santiago returned to the TXW and settled for a “back 
burner” spot on the roster. He was the major financial backer of the resurgent 
TXW, but suddenly sold it to Jarod Silver and Miss Rebekah essentially robbing his 
once good friend DiSalvo of his beloved federation. Some critics harken back to 
the warnings given in the early days of the T/EW, but nothing is certain when it 
comes to the details surrounding what is happening. Suddenly, here in 2127, 
Santiago has put together a reunion of sorts of the BXW and DSC with his newly 
formed Brymstone Xtreme team. He says he is forming them in response to the 
growing Aran group that seems to have declared war on Santiago for whatever 
reason. Who knows what is going on with all of these little battles. For his part, 
Santiago hasn’t seemed to age one bit as he started his Indy career way back in 
2100 and hasn’t lost a single step in the ring. He is also serving as the ringside 
manager for the rest of his group, even the women, going so far as interfering in 
their matches from time to time. Even though he is from Brymstone, he doesn’t 
necessarily act like it. He is usually seen smiling, laughing and dancing around. 
Make no mistake about it though, he has a bonafide mean streak in him. His 
Finisher is still DANCING WITH THE DEVIL. He holds his victim up as though he is 
dancing with them before dropping them down with a vicious Flatliner. 

The Reborn 

Reborn started out as Stryker on Brymstone around 2111 but was injured by 
Blazing Skull after only a couple months in the ring. Stryker disappeared after the 
injury and nothing more was thought of him. When the BXW opened in 2113, one 
of the wrestlers that debuted went by the name The Reborn. His face was 



covered by a breathing aid mask and he had a familiar air about him. He silently 
made his way through his matches for about a year and then suddenly struck one 
night with one of the sport’s most dangerous finishers. After he won, he revealed 
he used to be Stryker, but Blazing Skull awakened the demon inside him and now, 
no one was safe. Reborn ripped through everyone all the way up until the BXW 
shut down and he joined the TXW. He still runs through anyone he can while 
doing Santiago’s bidding. He uses the DEATHGRIP (a simple cranium squeeze) as 
his “tame” finisher. HELLFIRE CLOTHESLINE is his Xtreme Finisher. Reborn lights 
the sleeve on his arm on fire and hits a clothesline from hell on his opponent. 

DeathWalker 

A zombie, or a demon, or both. This guy comes from Brymstone and the BXW 
where he wreaked havoc the entire time he was there. Never has said a word as 
he goes to the ring, fights, and then leaves when the match is over. Unless 
Santiago has ordered him to do damage, then he doesn’t stop until the damage is 
done or his victim escapes. DeathWalker is a very powerful brawler. Not much 
else is known about him as no background information has ever been discovered. 
He simply has always been Santiago’s henchman. His DEMON’S TRIAL is a 
modified surfboard where he drops a knee in the victim’s back and yanks the 
arms straight back. 

Syndi St. John 

St. John showed up in the DSC with Santiago and the BXW invasion. From the 
moment she arrived she has been at the side of Santiago, although nothing has 
ever been said of the relationship between the two. They seem very close and 
they both display that “devil may care” demeanor along with a bonafide mean 
streak. She has displayed fierce loyalty to Santiago, pretty much doing his bidding 
in even at the expense of her own career. Her Syndi-cate Stomps are a rapid-fire 
version of the Garvin Stomp (Or the Orton stomp for you younger fans). 
SLAVETAMER is a standing savate kick. 

Baroness 

Hailing from Draco The Baroness started out in the DSC from the moment the 
doors opened. In fact, it has been speculated that she was one of the ones behind 
the concept. It’s entirely possible considering she was always seen with the 



Slavemaster and usually was the one that the rest of the roster was sent to for 
“discipline” when they got out of hand. She also was the one that any potential 
contenders for the title had to go through before challenging for the belt. The 
only other allies she had was Leslie Angel and later Syndi St. John. Santiago 
brought her with him to the TXW for being a loyal hunting dog in the DSC. As a 
reward she is now allowed to go for any gold she wishes. With moves like 
SKULLCRUSHER (A superplex that turns into an impaler DDT) that spells trouble 
for the rest of the female division. In Santiago’s effort to rid the TXW of the Aran 
Army, he has sent The Baroness after Monica. She also tags with Syndi St. John 
(Slavemasters) and they take on Aran Heat. 

 

Aran Army 
Pyrinth 

In 2123 Pyrinth signed with the TXW at the urging of Toxic Dreams. They needed 
help in the impending war with Santiago’s growing Brymstone team. Pyrinth was 
an exciting and young high flyer from their home planet and they felt he would 
confuse the power brawlers from Brymstone. Pyrinth has a lot of talent and is 
adapting to the TXW style nicely. Although these two teams are basically trying to 
tear each other apart in any way possible, Pyrinth has settled into a one on one 
battle with the veteran Santiago. To that end he sometimes tags with Murin in 
mixed tag battles against Santiago and Syndi St. John. His Finisher, the PYRAMID 
LOCK, is a safer version of the triangle choke. 

Toxic Dreams 

Parathion and Gallium came out of Ara determined to make a name for 
themselves as a tag team. They started in the BXW around 2116. They got caught 
up in war after war trying to make it to the top. It appeared every time they 
would be close to breaking through another Brymstone team would target them 
and keep them from rising. Eventually they made it to the top of the tag team 
scene of BXW only to see the BXW shut down. When Santiago brought several 
BXW wrestlers to the TXW Toxic Dreams were not invited. They decided to go to 
DiSalvo and ask to join the TXW and he signed them on the spot. Rumor has it 
that Santiago didn’t like that move by his business partner. Santiago has been 



trying to get rid of the Aran Army ever since, almost obsessed with it. Parathion’s 
Finisher is called DEATHSNAP in which he performs what starts out as a superplex 
that Parathion then turns the opponent and drops them crotch first on the ropes. 
Gallium uses the GALLIUM EXPLOSION (a top rope hurricanrana). Together they 
use a tag move called Aran Cutter (a version of the 3D) and a tag Finisher they call 
TOXIC NIGHTMARE which is a double power bomb. 

 

Murin 

A technically gifted wrestler from Ara that joined the DSC a couple of years after it 
opened. She quickly made a name for herself making many enemies along the 
way. She is one of the most charismatic women in wrestling and always seems to 
get the crowd on her side no matter what the situation. Murin developed a 
unique relationship with her tag team partner, Monica (Aran Heat), while in the 
DSC. They are each other’s main rivals, but also are a very good tag team. They 
always seem to put aside their rivalry when they are teaming, and they are loyal 
to the Aran Army. She has been targeted by Syndi St. John as of late and as a 
result gets into mixed tag matches against Santiago and St. John along with 
Pyrinth. Murin’s Finisher is called the ARAN CRAB, a version of the Sharpshooter 
but without the leg step through. 

Monica 

Monica learned kickboxing at a young age on Ara but never had a chance to 
compete anywhere until she heard about the DSC. She joined them in 2117 and 
became a mainstay up until they merged into the TXW. Along the way she found a 
major rival in Murin, a fellow Aran, and the two ended up becoming tag team 
partners as well as rivals. When they became part of the TXW they stuck together 
and even joined the Aran Army so they could have allies they could count on. She 
is involved with a physical battle with the DSC’s former watchdog the Baroness 
these days. Monica’s kickboxing skills have helped her out in the ring as evident 
with her move set such as Lightening Overkill, a series of rapid-fire punches and 
kicks. Her Finisher, FATAL ROTATION, is a top rope somersault leg drop. 

 



The Hunters 
Gorag 

Hailing from Aethra, Gorag is a bounty hunter turned MMA fighter. He entered 
Miss Rebekah’s GEC in 2122 and quickly showed everyone why Aethrans are to be 
feared. When Miss Rebekah offered Gorag a chance to join the TXW in 2127, he 
looked at it as another opportunity to prove Aethran superiority. Upon his arrival 
he immediately took to Raylon, herself an Aethran Bounty Hunter and the two 
formed a bond only Aethrans understand. Gorag and Raylon Have decided to take 
on the rest of the TXW alone, as only Aethrans can. Hunter’s Rage is simply a 
series of brutally efficient punches and kicks. HUNTER’S BOMB is a driving power 
bomb. 

Raylon 

Raylon wandered away from Aethra as a bounty hunter at a young age but ended 
up in the DSC around 2117. She found herself entangled in a power struggle 
against Slavemaster and his minions throughout her career there. She is a proud 
Aethran and doesn’t respond well to authority from non-Aethrans. She joined the 
TXW in 2123 along with all the other DSC’s top stars but has been alone in her 
battles (As she was in the DSC). At least up until a fellow Aethran, Gorag, joined 
the TXW in 2127. The two of them have joined forces and are taking on the rest of 
the roster by themselves. HUNTER’S MOONSAULT is a high angle moonsault 
delivered from a powerful woman. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Rookies 
Nick “The Tiger” Williams 

One of two rookies being released to the TXW from Barracuda Barrett’s school 
(Trained by Barrett and Tyger) Nick Williams has taken the nickname “The Tiger” 
and is using a finisher he calls SUPERTIGERPLEX which is his version of Tyger old 
finisher (A top rope fisherman’s suplex in which Williams rolls into a small 
package upon impact). Williams has potential but is still a rookie and sometimes it 
shows. One thing he shows an affinity for is the suplex. Even his instructors have 
said he puts on a Suplex Clinic. 

Kara Mild 

The second rookie to be released from Barrett’s school, Kara started her training 
on Titan before moving to Barrett’s school where she also learned some MMA. 
She really got into the MMA training so much so that she started getting called 
the “Wild Child” by her instructors for her tendency to get wild with her training. 
Kara and Nick basically “graduated” at the same time so they are sticking together 
in the TXW so they don’t have to go it alone in the extreme environment. Her 
finisher is a rear naked choke she’s calling SWEET DREAMS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Independents 
Mr. Rhee 

Hailing from parts unknown, Mr. Rhee comes from Miss Rebekah’s GEC where he 
carved out a very controversial path in MMA, almost being banned from the sport 
for using questionable tactics. Miss Rebekah decided it would be best if Mr. Rhee 
was brought to the TXW in 2127 so his controversy would not be ridiculed but 
embraced. Mr. Rhee’s fighting style resembles a very elusive and misdirecting 
approach and even some possible illegal tactics. The problem is he is very adept at 
hiding things and is rarely caught. Sudden Storm is a series of odd angled hand 
and foot attacks. Mystic Hammer is a bolo punch to the back of the head. Behind 
the Mask is where Mr. Rhee pulls his mask down and sprays a clear mist into the 
eyes. DISAPPERING ACT is a duck under, standing hook kick to the back of the 
head. 

Shaw Minn 

Shaw Minn is an actual Voodoo shaman trained in the art of Capoeira. He claims 
to be from a long line of Voodoo practitioners from the Caribbean Islands on 
Earth. His MMA career wasn’t really taking off and he asked Miss Rebekah if he 
could join the TXW during her first year there but was told there was not a spot 
for him. He spent the next couple of years training for wrestling and finally ended 
up being called in to help round out the roster in 2127. Sometimes he uses 
underhanded tactics such as throwing powder into the eyes, but usually relies on 
his agility. HEAD SHRINKER is a top rope leg drop to a face down opponent. 



A couple of TXW “house rules” that affect the way a 
couple of the TXW Special matches are played. 

-Quick pin: Any move that is considered a quick pin (From directly off the card or 
from a chart) is treated as just that. Roll the defense for the move first, if the 
move is not countered, then roll PIN, but roll the original PIN number in () with no 
modifiers and do not add 1 for the pin attempt. If not pinned then refer to the 
defensive roll (dazed, hurt, down). If the defense roll was PIN, then play normally 
(PIN as usual with modifiers). In any MMA matches (Or any match that does not 
have a PIN end the match) substitute: hesitate-1. 

-Blood flow: Three tokens still mean blood, the adjustment is when the third 
token is accumulated, the move that causes the token must be something that 
would logically cause the bleeding. If not, then next logical and successful 
offensive move that would cause bleeding that happens, does. 

TXW Special Matches 
-Pit Fight Match: This is an MMA style match that allows illegal tactics. Ropes and 
turnbuckles are removed from the ring, but the posts are left up. Falls count 
anywhere rules apply (Use that chart when the fight goes off the mat). Into the 
ropes becomes out of ring. Into the turnbuckle becomes: throw into post-3. 
Submission victory, KO, or TKO (10 tokens) are the only ways to win. If a move 
that attempts a pinfall but can’t logically KO the opponent is used, (refer to house 
rule on Quick pin). 

-Vampire’s Delight Match (Or Draco Death Match): A Titan Death Match that 
cannot end until blood flows. Titan Death Match rules with the addition of you 
can’t pin your opponent until you make them bleed (Always roll the PIN to see if it 
is successful). This can be done the normal way (See TXW house rule on blood 
flow), or after a successful PIN before the tokens (Assume you weaken the 
opponent enough with the successful PIN that you then pound the head over and 
over until you bust them open). After you make the opponent bleed, then the 
match can be won by pinfall or submission. 



-Brymstone Death Match: A falls count anywhere match (Use that chart when 
needed) in which you must beat your opponent to the point that he can’t 
continue (Use Torture Chamber rules for that). 

-Sins of the Slave Match: A match designed for punishment back in the DSC. 
Originally the idea was that the wrestler being punished was given the chance to 
avoid suspension by competing in this match and winning. If they lost, then they 
still would be suspended. Now it is treated as more of a “Loser leaves” match. The 
loser is banished for whatever time was agreed upon. 

In this match, the ring ropes and turnbuckles are removed and a chain link fence 
is attached the posts and ring apron. You win by throwing your opponent over the 
fence and to the floor. 

Cage rating is used. 

Into the ropes becomes: whip into cage-3 (Defensive wrestler rolls 1d6 on his 
Ropes Rating: A=5-6 reversal; B=6 reversal; C=No reversal). 

Into the turnbuckle becomes: smash into post-3 add 1 (Defensive wrestlers rolls 
1d6 on his Turnbuckle Rating: A=5-6 reversal; B=6 reversal; C=No reversal). 

Deathjump played normally. 

Out of ring roll on Sins of the Slave Chart. 

Any Quick pin attempt becomes: hesitate-1. 

Any unsuccessful PINs just keep playing (assume the defensive wrestler isn’t weak 
enough to try to throw over the fence). 

Any successful PIN roll on Sins of the Slave chart +2. 

Any move that involves whipping the opponent into the ropes or into the 
turnbuckle increase in potency by 1. 

Any move that would cause the opponent to be thrown out of the ring (or would 
cause the opponent to be knocked out of the ring) then roll for the defense of the 
move, if it is not countered, then roll on the Sins of the Slave Chart. 

 

 



SINS OF THE SLAVE CHART 
2: Last second reversal and you toss the opponent over the fence and 
to the floor. You win. 

3-4: You stop the attempt and somehow turn the tide and attempt to 
throw the opponent over the fence. Opponent now rolls on this chart. 

5-6: You hit the brakes and send the opponent crashing into the fence. 
Opponent rolls level 3 defense. 

7: You block the attempt and the two of you fight for control. Better 
current cage rating wins (If same then better out of ring rating. If same 
roll 1d6 for control). Winner takes over on level 3 offense. 

8-9: You try to block the attempt but go crashing into the fence. Roll 
level 3 defense. 

10: Opponent manages to get you over the fence but you are hanging 
on. Opponent rolls level 3 offense. 

11: Opponent tosses you over the fence and you are barely hanging on. 
Roll your PIN. If you beat the roll, then you somehow make back inside 
but are in a bad way. Opponent either rolls again on this chart or rolls 
on level 3 offense. If you lose the roll, your opponent knocks you to the 
floor. You lose. 

12: The opponent tosses you over the fence and after a brief struggle 
you are knocked to the floor. You lose. 

13-14: Your opponent tosses you half dead carcass over the fence and 
to the floor. You lose. 
 

 

 



 

 

-TXW Scaffold Match: This is a possible career changing (maybe even ending) 
match and is used only to end feuds or to settle extreme differences. 

Use Cage rating. 

Any move that involves driving the opponent into the mat increases by 1. 

Deathjump becomes: hesitate-1. 

All other charts roll on Scaffold Chart  

Any offensive move that would send the opponent into the ropes, turnbuckle, or 
out of the ring roll on Scaffold Chart 

Any quick pin attempts become: hesitate-1. 

Any PIN roll on Scaffold Chart and add 1. 

.Any offensive move that wouldn’t logically work becomes: hesitate-1. 

The loser rolls on injury chart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

SCAFFOLD CHART 

2: Last second reversal and you dump your opponent 
over the side and he falls. Opponent rolls on Injury Chart. 

3: You fight your opponent off and reverse positions. 
Now you attempt to throw him off. Opponent rolls on 
this chart. 

4-7: You fight for your life and a brawl erupts. Better 
deathjump rating wins (If same, then whoever has less 
tokens. If same then roll 1d6). Winner rolls on level 3 
offense. 

8-9: You block the attempt but are in no position to take 
over. Opponent rolls on level 2 offense. 

10-11: You barely block the attempt and the opponent 
continues his assault on level 3 offense. 

12: You try to stop it, but are too weak and the opponent 
manages to toss you over the side and you fall. Roll on 
Injury Chart. 
 

 

 



 

 

INJURY CHART 
2: Lucky fall. Injured 1 fight card. 

3-6: “At least he knows how to fall!” Roll 1d6 for injury. 

7-9: Landed hard in the ring. Roll 2d6 for injury. 

10: Hit the ropes and bounced inside. Roll 2d6+3 for injury. 

11: Tangled up in the ropes. Roll 2d6+6 for injury. 

12: Hit the ropes and bounced outside the ring: 

Roll 1d6:  

1-5= x5 fight cards injured. 

6= Out six months. Roll 2d6 each month out and if doubles are 
rolled then comes back at the end of the six months at full 

strength. 

If doubles are not rolled in the first six months, then roll 2d6 
every month after. If doubles are rolled 7-12 months, comes 
back with an adjustment of PIN increase by 1 (cage rating as 

well) and Agility increased by 2. 

If roll not made in 12 months, then career is over. Wrestler has 
option of returning with retirement adjustments at any time 

after that. 
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